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Words and language are part of our lives from the time we are born. As we grow, we build our comfort with words,

our appreciation of words, and our competence with words and language. Being able to speak, read and understand

words and languages enriches our lives, opens opportunities, and forms a basis for lifelong learning. Proficiency

with words and languages stimulates our imagination, creativity, and innovation, and helps us strengthen the nine

essential skills Canadian employers and workers have identified as crucial to personal and career success.

This course reveals the broad extent to which words and language surround us. It encourages the adoption of better

language skills and strengthens motivation to read and understand written and spoken language. In this course,

learners will explore the role of words and language in the contemporary world. Participants will engage in various

activities to: 

1. Describe the importance of words and language.

2. Describe different types of written material.

3. Explore the value of printed material.

4. Demonstrate the complexity of language.

Various strategies will be used to promote appreciation of the value of reading, including individual reading,

group reading, and reading aloud.

Course Description
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Reading Text
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Skill Statement

Implementing Environment

Skill Component 1: Describe the importance of words and language.
Performance Criteria

1.1  Describe how we live in a world of words (one-on-one communication, television, radio, print, Internet).

1.2  Describe the role of speaking (oral communication) in everyday life.

1.3  Explore the role of language in everyday life (e.g., purchasing, selling, renting, understanding news).

1.4  Appreciate the significance of oral communication through media like television and radio.

1.5  Demonstrate building of vocabulary and understanding of word meanings.

Skill Component 2: Describe different types of written material.

Performance Criteria

2.1  Identify types (e.g., information, education, entertainment, amusement, news, gossip, fiction, non-fiction, 

autobiography, history).

2.2  Explore personal preferences in written material (news, history, etc.).

2.3 Identify First Nation songwriters like Willie Dunn (Mi’kmaq) and Buffy Sainte-Marie (Cree). 

Skill Component 3: Explore the value of printed material.

Performance Criteria

3.1  Compare different interpretations of articles and news reports.

3.2  Demonstrate understanding of the role of written material (e.g. fiction) as entertainment.

3.3  Express interest in exploring different types of reading material.

3.4  Discover the importance of printed material in exploring career choices.
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Explore how words are used in everyday life and in the workplace.
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Skill Component 4: Demonstrate the complexity of language.

Performance Criteria

4.1  Explore the components of stories, fictional or non-fictional (e.g., plots, characters, locations).

4.2  Describe potential biases in magazines and newspapers.

4.3  Critically analyze written material, examining style, use of language, etc. 

4.4  Demonstrate the value of exploring the differences and similarities among languages.

4.5  Develop a plan for expanding language use and competence.

4.6 Explore non-verbal language systems like American Sign Language (ASL).

Course 2 Resources/Content: 

• Lesson Plan: What’s That?.................................................................................................................. 2/5

• Lesson Plan: Did you intend to do that? ............................................................................................2/6

• Lost in Translation reprint from Utne Reader. ...................................................................................2/7

• Lesson Plan: There’s work and then there’s work. ............................................................................2/9

• There’s work and then there’s work summary of article by Apollo Pampallis. ..................................2/10

• Sign Language Backgrounder. ............................................................................................................2/11

• Lesson Plan: Sign Language. ..............................................................................................................2/12

• Lesson Plan: First Nations Musicians.................................................................................................2/13

Skill Statement Continued
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Lesson Plan

What’s That?

Objective:

To have participants understand how language evolves and how technology is a major

driver of changes in language and terminology.

Time:

One morning or afternoon.

Materials:

Paper and pen/pencil.

Instructions:

• Ask participants to make lists of the words and phrases they hear in everyday

conversations (in stores, restaurants, on television, etc.) 

• Have participants present these lists. 

• Compare these lists to the following list of words and phrases that would have

been typical five years ago.

Discuss the following questions:

1) What are the new words and phrases?

2) What words and phrases are still common today?

3) What would some have made of these words and phrases 20 years ago…50

years ago…100 years ago?

microwave

remote controller

VCR

coronary bypass

hard drive

romaine lettuce

answering machine

cordless phone

ozone layer

UV reading

CD

condo

condom

email

megabyte

video games

CD-ROM

Internet

cell phone

laptop computer

cholesterol level

snowboard
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Objective:

To illustrate that languages are complex, that there may be different words for an action

depending on whether intention was involved, and that translation from one language to

another can produce a misleading understanding.

Time:

One morning or afternoon.

Materials:

People (participants or Elders) fluent in several languages, including First Nations

languages.

Instructions:

• Summarize the ideas about language complexity expressed in the article titled

“Lost in Translation” published in the September/October issue of Utne

Reader, exerpted from  Stanford (May-June 2010). The main point is that in

some languages (Japanese and Spanish, for example), intention (or not) of an

action determines which verb is used. Describe the example of “breaking a cup.”

• Have participants and fluent First Language speakers discuss whether this

distinction, that is, whether intent matters, is important in First Nations

languages.

• Are there other important differences between English and First Nations

languages that could be barriers to communication if ideas, actions or concepts

are translated from one language into another?

When you were born, you cried

and the world rejoiced.

Live your life

so that when you die,

the world cries and you re-

joice.

White Elk

Lesson Plan

Did You Intend 

To Do That?
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Lesson Plan

There’s Work and Then 

There’s Work

Objective:
To illustrate that one’s attitude toward a job affects whether the work is felt to 

be drudgery or an opportunity. 

Time:
One hour.

Materials:
The summary of an article, There’s work and then there’s work  by Apollo Pampallis.

Instructions:

• Have participants read the summary of the article and discuss the writer’s

perspective. 

• Do other languages have two different words for “work,” as Greek does?

• Even if a language has only one word for work, how does one’s attitude

influence one’s performance, job satisfaction, career future, etc.?

• Does the idea of how you approach work affect other events in your life— being

a parent, lover, friend, son or daughter?

Whatever you do in life,

do the very best you can

with both your heart and mind.

Lakota Instructions for Living

passed down from 

White Buffalo Calf Woman
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There’s Work and 

Then There’s Work
An article by Apollo Pampallis tells us that the Greek language has two words for

“work.”  One word is doulia, which is derived from slave, doulos. Doulia is used to mean

the kind of work we’ve come to accept as necessary, something we’re forced to do

because we need to pay bills or to buy things

The other word for work is ergasia, derived from the word ergon, which means creation.

Ergasia refers to something one chooses to do, implying a vision, a love for doing it.

Pampallis gives the following example of how the work involved in one job can be seen

as either slavery or creative.

In the upmarket Athens suburb of Philothei were two garbage collectors. One

was very sensitive to his perceived “low status job” which he did begrudgingly,

while the other saw it as an opportunity to be outdoors, keep fit and meet

people. He did not worry about his social status and felt that he “owned” the

sidewalks of Athen’s most upmarket suburb. He also would politely but firmly

educate people about self-respect and cleanliness when he saw them littering,

regardless of what their social status was. Guess which one was sickly and had

children with low self-esteem and were ashamed on their father, and which one

inherited a house in the same neighbourhood from a rich and lonely widow,

whose husband had died young through work pressure?

So there’s work and then there’s work. Does the same idea apply to other parts of

people’s lives? Can you say there’s parenting and then there’s parenting? Can you say

there’s being a friend and then there’s being a friend? Can you say there’s being a student

and there’s being a student?

The more you understand, the more

you will trust and the less you will fear.

Ojibway
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Backgrounder

Sign Language

Ways of communicating by signs have developed wherever there have been people

who have hearing problems. These ways of communicating by signs are complicated

language systems that use the shape and location of the hands as well as facial

expressions to exchange complex thoughts and emotions.

A great variety of sign language systems have developed in different countries based

on different languages. American Sign Language, or ASL is the dominant sign

language in most of the English-speaking world, although British Sign Language

(BSL) and ASL are very different.

Wikipedia reports the results of a study conducted in 1972. Several people fluent in

English and ASL told a story in English, then switched to ASL or vice versa: 

The results showed an average of 4.7 words per second and 2.3 signs per

second. However, only 122 signs were needed for a story, whereas 210 words

were needed; thus the two versions of the story took almost the same time to

finish. 

According to Wikipedia, there’s some indication that North American First Nations

have a history of sign language.

In 1541, 1688, 1740, 1805, and 1828 there were reports that the Plains

Indians developed a sign language to communicate between tribes of different

languages. This sign language is believed to have developed in the lower Rio

Grande prior to the Europeans settling and to have spread northward and

become what is known as Plains Indian Sign Language (PISL). There is no

evidence to show that it influenced the development of American Sign

Language. By 1885, PISL had an estimated 110,000 users of various tribal

dialects, but today it has only a small fraction of that number. It was not a

language for deaf people but a communication between tribes and, in some

cases, a ritual language.
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Lesson Plan

Sign Language

Objective:

To explore sign languages as alternatives to spoken language.

Time:

Several hours.

Materials:

A person experienced in one of the standard types of sign language.

Instructions:

• Arrange to have someone experienced in sign language talk about signing and

teach participants how to sign. Have participants read the backgrounder on sign

language before the signing session.

• Ask participants for their own experience with sign language. Do they know

anyone who signs? Does sign language seem to follow the same patterns of oral

language?
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Objective:

To explore the value and importance of First Nations musicians in both traditional

and popular culture.

Time:

Several hours.

Materials:

Lyrics of songs and recorded music of First Nations musicians, if available.

Instructions:

• Have participants discuss the essential role that music has always played in

First Nations cultures. In addition, many First Nations musicians have

become world-class stars as singers, songwriters and instrumentalists. One

prominent example is Buffy Sainte-Marie, a Cree woman who has written

many hit songs recorded by other artists. She is probably best known for her

anti-war song Universal Soldier. Other important musicians are Robbie

Robertson (Mohawk) and Willie Dunn, Mi'kmaq filmmaker, musician, and

politician best known for his song The Ballad of Crowfoot.

• Ask participants to generate a list of First Nations musicians, with particular

emphasis on the lyrics of their songs. Discuss the content of the lyrics and

their relevance to First Nations experiences.

Lesson Plan

First Nations Musicians
So live your life that the fear of

death can never enter your heart.

Trouble no one about their

religion;

respect others in their view, and

demand that they respect yours.

Love your life, perfect your life,

beautify all things in your life.

Seek to make your life long and its

purpose in the service of your

people.

Prepare a noble death song for the

day when you go over the great

divide.

Always give a word or a sign of

salute when meeting or passing a

friend, even a stranger, when in a

lonely place.

Show respect to all people and

grovel to none.

When you arise in the morning

give thanks for the food and for the

joy of living.

If you see no reason for giving

thanks, the fault lies only in

yourself.

Chief Tecumseh, Shawnee Nation

1768-1813
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Notes

Be kind to everything that

lives.

Omaha proverb
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